ON-CALL SCHEDULING

REACH THE RIGHT PHYSICIAN, FAST, WITH TELETRACKING’S REAL-TIME, ENTERPRISE ON-CALL SCHEDULING APPLICATION.

Fast access to the right on-call physician helps ensure that your patients get the urgent care they need when every second counts.

And, when your teams can quickly access the right consulting specialists, you eliminate a major access bottleneck, and your health system can capture more business.

**TeleTracking’s On-Call Scheduling Tool**

TeleTracking’s On-Call Scheduling application provides a central, single source of truth for on-call physician schedules. It automatically consolidates schedules across your system, facilitating expanded patient access and quality patient care.

On-Call Scheduling provides a real-time solution that makes it much easier to manage, update, and access current physician call schedules throughout your health system, around the clock.

**HOW IT WORKS**

1. **Individual service line coordinators** securely access On-Call Scheduling through the web, and create or update on-call physician schedules.

2. **On-Call Scheduling** automatically and continually consolidates service line updates into a real-time on-call schedule, which is instantly accessible by all stakeholders across the enterprise.

3. **Medical Staff Office personnel** review the facility schedule and can rapidly see and address coverage gaps. They no longer need to manually compile service line call schedules and continually make revisions—bottlenecks are minimized and the schedule is always current.

4. **Command Center teams** working to admit patients can quickly engage the right accepting physician, and expedite the doc-to-doc connection between referring and accepting physicians.

5. **For the ED teams**, On-Call Scheduling provides the real-time, cross-service-line physician call schedule they need to care for patients and fulfill EMTALA requirements. And, hospitalists and nurses throughout the facility have round-the-clock access to current on-call specialists as well—minimizing time on the phone with the ED to find out who’s on call, and improving patient care.

- Provides enterprise-wide visibility for on-call physician schedules
- Helps prevent the loss of critical time when conditions require urgent patient care decisions
- Decreases request-to-admission time and expedites patient placement, enabling health systems to capture new business
- Automates consolidation of individual service line schedules across the enterprise, eliminating burdensome manual processes
Maximize On-Call Physician ROI

On-Call Scheduling is an easy-to-use solution that rapidly yields day-to-day benefits for hospital operations and patient care. In addition, TeleTracking’s On-Call Scheduling tool collects enterprise-level data about on-call physicians. Long-term, On-Call Scheduling will enable health systems to make better, more informed ROI decisions about their on-call spending.